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The abundance of ion pairs (CA+) relative to that of doubly charged ions (C2 +) in elec
trohydrodynamic (EH) mass spectra of a series of anions with a common dication in
glycerol was found to increase in the order acetate < nitrite < chloride < bromide ~ ni
trate < iodide < perchlorate. Correlation with enthalpies of hydration for the anions sug
gests that this trend reflects the solution chemistry of ion association. These spectra also
reveal that solvation rather than interactions with the extracting field is more important in
determining the overall EH mass spectrometric sensitivity to doubly charged ions. Therefore,
the use of anions that promote more extensive ion pairing enhances the overall sensitivity
to multiply charged ions that otherwise interact strongly with the solvent, but reduces sen
sitivity to singly charged ions. These observations hold in fast atom bombardment mass
spectrometry, surviving the invasive effects of the primary beam. (J Am Soc Mass Spedrom
1990, 1, 233-237)

The extreme impact of the choice of solvent [1-9]
on the appearance of matrix-assisted desorption
ionization (DI) mass spectra [10] arises from in

teracting effects of solvation [11, 12], ion pairing [13],
surface activity [14, 15], mass transport [13, 16], and
other aspects of solution chemistry. These in turn are
convoluted with the effects of primary beam-induced
damage intrinsic to most DI experiments [2, 3, 17-22]
and aspects of gas-phase chemistry [23, 24]. Although
separation of these variables is not generally feasible,
an independent understanding of the effects of each
would facilitate experimental design for optimum sen
sitivity. The object of the present study is to isolate the
effects of ion pairing on sensitivity in electrohydrody
namic (EH) and fast atom bombardment (FAB) mass
spectrometry (MS).

Analyte ion-pairing effects have been observed pre
viously in mass spectrometry [14,15, 25-31]. Although
Hand et al. [26] found that counterion effects can be
suppressed by use of a liquid matrix, others [14, 15, 25,
27-31] have explored the use of surface-active coun
terions to enhance analyte sensitivity. However, such
studies have not specifically assessed the extent of ion
pairing and its impact on sensitivity.

On the basis of evidence of preferential sampling
of preformed ions in FAB/MS and EHMS [32, 33], it
can be predicted that neutralization due to ion pairing
of singly charged analytes should decrease sensitivity.
The situation is more complex in the case of multi-
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ply charged ions. Partial charge reduction will decrease
solvent-solute interactions, so that the overall sam
pling efficiency may increase with increased ion pair
ing, until gains are offset by neutralization. Of course,
the effects of beam-induced damage and the possibil
ity of gas-phase ion-molecule reactions subsequent to
sampling cloud this picture somewhat.

Electrohydrodynamic mass spectrometry [33] pro
vides a means of studying the effects of solution chem
istry without interference from an invasive primary
atom beam. In EHMS, sampling relies solely on the ex
tracting action of an electric field at the tip of a biased
capillary emitter to remove "preformed" ions from a
liquid matrix. This results in characteristically simple
mass spectra without fragmentation, because the de
sorption process adds very little, if any, internal energy
to the molecule.

In EHMS, any sensitivity gains due to reduced sol
vation of multiply charged ions undergoing ion pair
ing will be offset by a corresponding decrease in in
teractions between the analyte ion cluster and the
extracting electric field. Barring interference from gas
phase chemistry, the relative importance of these offset
ting trends should be evident from comparison of the
degree of ion pairing and overall sensitivity for a
diquaternary ammonium (diquat) salt in glycerol solu
tions containing anions known to vary in extent of ion
pairing. Neutralization effects will be assessed from
similar work with a singly charged quaternary ammo
nium (quat) analyte. Corresponding studies using FABI
MS will then be used to assess whether correlation
survives the invasive effects of the primary atom beam.
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Experimental

Electrohydrodynamic Mass Spectrometry

Electrohydrodynamic mass spectra were obtained with
an AEI MS-902 mass spectrometer equipped with a VG
Update electronics console, operating at an accelerat
ing (emitter) potential of 8 kV, with slits fully open
(resolution ~400, 10% valley definition) for maximum
sensitivity. The design and operation of the source
have been described elsewhere [33, 34]. The emitter
was a 200-/Lm i.d. platinum capillary (Hamilton). Its
potential was matched to the ESA bandpass by max
imizing the Signal intensity of the ion at m [z = 207
([Na + Gz]+ , where G denotes glycerol). The EH ex
tractor potential was between -1.0 and -2.0 kV, and
the collector was at ground potential.

The EHMS spectra reported here represent the av
erage of at least three magnet scans. Here and through
out this work, reported uncertainties represent the
standard deviation of the mean (sln1/Z) of n replicate
measurements. Estimated uncertainties in derived val
ues (e.g., percent ion pairing) were determined by
standard propagation of errors analysis [35].

Solutions were degassed prior to analysis for at least
8 h at low heat (50°C) under vacuum (10- 3 torr).
In most EHMS experiments, sodium salts of various
anions (NaA) were used as supporting electrolyte to
maintain the total ionic strength at about 4.5 mol %
(glycerol = 100%), as required for stable EH emission
[33]. An internal standard of concentration comparable
to the analyte was also included to facilitate compar
ison of sensitivity. In selecting a standard, one that
does not ion pair would be optimum, but such a sub
stance probably does not exist. Potassium was cho
sen because it, like sodium, does not associate exten
sively with anions in water [36]; presumably, its pair
ing in glycerol is also relatively low (compared to other
cations). Accordingly, solutions included 0.2-0.3 mol
0/0 of the appropriate potassium salt (KA) as an inter
nal standard; ions with peaks at miz = 223 and 315
([K + G2]+ and [K + G3]+, respectively) were mon
itored as the reference ions. Diquat and quat analyte
concentrations were about 0.1 mol %.

Rzst Atom Bombardment Mass Spectrometry

Fast atom bombardment spectra were obtained with
a VG ZAB-EQ mass spectrometer operating at an ac
celerating potential of 8 kV with a mass resolution of
at least 1000 (10% valley definition). Research grade
xenon (MG Industries) was used with an Ion Tech atom
gun operating with 1.0 rnA emission current and 8.0
keVenergy.

Fast atom bombardment spectra were obtained from
a thin film (5-20 1LL) of standard analyte solution ap
plied to a modified [2] FABprobe or to a VG "Wobble"
FAB probe. Results reported are the average of at least

five normal magnet scans. Diquat solutions used for
FAB/MScontained 0.1 mol % NaA and 0.001 mol % an
alyte, much lower than the corresponding concentra
tions in the EH studies. This was necessary because the
diquat was not detectable in FAB spectra obtained with
solutions used for EHMS; analyte was evidently sup
pressed by the strong electrolyte signal. Conversely,
EHMS sensitivity was not sufficient to detect 0.001 mol
% diquat, Furthermore, the conductance of a 0.1 mol
% NaA solution is too low for stable EH emission [33].
Possibly because the quat is more surface-active than
the diquat, it could be detected in FAB spectra of so
lutions with high electrolyte concentration. Fast atom
bombardment mass spectrometry quat spectra were
therefore obtained at both high (0.1 mol %, with 4.5
mol % electrolyte) and low (0.001 mol Ok, with 0.1 mol
% electrolyte) concentrations, with no difference in
the trend of sampling efficiencies (5; see below)
for solutions of the various anions. In the diquat so
lutions, the ion at m[z = 207 (INa + G2]+) was used
as an internal reference ion. In the quat solutions, this
and other electrolyte ions were suppressed (possibly
due to the surface activity of the quat [14, 15]). Thus,
Cs" from dry CsI (C, = 1 in eq 2, below on one
of the targets of the "Wobble" FAB probe was used
as an external standard, with quat solution applied to
the other target. In these quat studies, five scans of
the standard were obtained, and then the probe was
shifted and five scans of the analyte were obtained.
A single value of 5 (see Results section) was then cal
culated from averages of these sets. Reported 5 val
ues represent averages of at least three replicates of
this process. The solutions were not degassed before
analysis because no spectral differences were observed
when representative degassed and undegassed spectra
were compared.

Reagents

Tetrabutylammonium bromide (reagent grade) was ob
tained from Eastman Chemicals and was dried at
110°C before use. Salts used as supporting electrolytes
and standards (reagent grade) were obtained from
Aldrich. The diquaternary ammonium diiodide was
synthesized and recrystallized by standard methods
[37]. Glycerol (Sigma grade) was obtained from Sigma.

Results and Discussion

To assess the counterion dependence of analyte sensi
tivity and the extent of ion pairing in EHMS, EH mass
spectra of the diquaternary ammonium salt (1) were
obtained in the presence of various sodium salt sup
porting electrolytes.

+ +
(CH3)3N(CH2)sN(CH3h . 21-

(I)
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Figure 1. Electrohydrodynamic mass spectrum of a glycerol so
lution containing 4.5 mol % NaN03 , 0.2 mol % KN03 , and 0.1
mol % diquaternary ammonium iodide (I) (G denotes glycerol; C
denotes diquat molecular cation; A denotes nitrate). Intensities
are relative to [K + G21+, with sodium dusters off-scale.

Results with NaN03 (Figure 1) are representative of all
salts; only two ions attributable to the analyte were de
tected: doubly charged cation (C2 +) and the ion-paired
species (CA+; A = NO; for Figure 1).

From the relative intensities of these ions, a measure
of the percent ion pairing (%P) can be calculated:

+ + + +
[No+G] [Na+G.1 [K+G.] [Na+G.l

[CA] +
[K+CJ

1(+

where I denotes the average intensity of the sub
scripted ion. Because the appearance of EH mass spec
tra depends on solution chemistry [33], it is reasonable
to assume that O/OP reflects the extent of ion pairing in
solution. However, even if this is true (which seems
likely; see discussion below), it is important to note
that EHMS sensitivity to CA+ is likely to be much
greater than the sensitivity to C2+ [9]. As a result, %P
probably overestimates the relative abundance of ion
pairs in solution.

For the seven ions tested, the trend in O/OP (Table
1) correlates with both gas-phase acidity and enthalpy
of hydration (Table 2). Careful consideration of these
correlations can provide insight into the relative im
portance of gas-phase and solution-phase chemistry in
EHMS.

Reviewing gas-phase acidities, it is evident that
HCI04 is the strongest gas-phase acid, 50 that CI04- is
the weakest gas-phase base. If gas-phase chemistry pre
dominates, one would therefore predict that the per
chlorate anion should be the least strongly ion paired.
This is clearly inconsistent with the data of Table 1.

Similar reasoning could lead to a comparable con
clusion that the trends in %P and enthalpy of hy
dration are contradictory, as follows. The small en
thalpy of hydration for the perchlorate anion indi
cates that it has relatively weak interactions with po-
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Table 1, Percent ion pairing ("loP) and sampling
efficiencies (S) for the diquat in solutions containing
various anions'

%P S x 100 S x 100
Anion (A) (EHMS)b (EHMS)' (FAB)'

Acetate 12 ± 1 40 ± 3 6.3 ± 0.4

Nitrite 43 ± 2 50 ± 2 7.0 ± 0.6

Chloride 81 ± 1 84 ± 2 7.9 ± 0.4

Bromide 84 ± 2 97 ± 4 11.0 ± 0.7

Nitrate 85 ± 2 117 ± 5 15.4 ± 0.7
59 ± l' 74 ± 2'

Iodide 89 ± 2 122 ± 4 19.9 ± 0.6

Perchlorate 195 ± 21' (134 ± 5)" 23.6 ± 0.9
66 ± l' 85 ± 3 d

I See text for definitions.
b [NaAJ ~ 4.5 mol %, except where noted; ldiquet] ~ 0.1 mol %.
e INaAJ ~ 0.1 mol %; ldiquatl - 0.001 mol %.
d [NaAJ _ 2.0 mol %; Idiquatl - 0.1 mol %.
e Estimated value. NaelO, was not soluble at the 4.5 mol % level used

for EHMS of the other supporting electrolytes. Because %P should
increase with electrolyte concentration (see data for nitrate), the value at
4.5 mol % for NaelD, was derived by comparison with NaNa, samples at
2.0 and 4.5 mol % using

%PNaN03.4.5mol%
%PN8CI04,4.5 mol % = % PNaCID4, 2.0 mol % X %P.

NaND 3. 2.0 mol %

A similar relationship was used to estimate SNaCI04, 4.5 mol 'It..

lar solvents (compared to the acetate anion, for exam
ple). By analogy, weak interactions with cations might
be predicted. However, in contrast with the case for
gas-phase acidities, there is an alternative perspective
for comparing trends in %P and enthalpy of hydra
tion. Solution-phase interactions represent a balance
between Coulombic "ion pairing" and more complex
ion-solvent interactions. The latter depend on such
factors as polarizability and hydrogen bonding, ac
counting for the much wider variation (nearly a factor
of 2) among hydration enthalpies, compared with the

Table 2. Enthalpy of hydration and gas-phase acidities
for various anions

Anion Enthalpy of hydration' Gas-phase acidities b

Acetate -101 348.8 ± 2.9

Nitrite - 85 e 338.2 ± 4.3

Chloride -87 333.4 ± 0.2

Bromide -80 323.5 ± 0.1

Nitrate -74 324.4 ± 2.6

Iodide -71 314.4 ± 0.1

Perchlorate - 56 d 289.0 ± 4.0'

• Enthalpy for A - (gl ~ A (aq) in kcal.mol, from ref. 38.
b Enthalpy for HAlgl ~ H+lgl + A-Igi in kcal/mol, from ref. 39.
c Estimate from ref. 40. Based on tabulatad thermodynamic data [39.

41-43).
d Estimate from ref. 40. Based on tabulated thermodynamic data [39.

41-43J and an estimate for the gas-phase acidity Isee footnote e}.
• Estimate based on MO calculations [44J.
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variation in gas-phase acidities (~20%; Table 2). Thus,
it can be reasoned that with less competition from sol
vation, the perchlorate anion is better able to engage
in Coulombic interactions, resulting in relatively exten
sive ion pairing. If this enhanced availability of Cia"
outweighs its intrinsically lower basicity (which seems
likely in view of the small differences in basicity), the
correlation is thereby explained. Such an explanation is
consistent with the known sensitivity of EHMS to so
lution chemistry. By contrast, alternative explanations
based on gas-phase interactions are contradicted both
by the trends in acidity and by the low probability of
field emission of anions from the positively biased EH
emitter. We conclude that Cia; pairs most extensively
of these seven ions in solution.

Turning now to the effect of this ion pairing on sen
sitivity, a measure of overall analyte sensitivity in the
EHMS experiments can be derived from 5, the relative
sampling efficiency of the analyte:

(2)

where I represents the average analyte (IX) or reference
(p) intensity and C represents the corresponding total
concentrations. For the diquat, I,., refers to the sum
of intensities of the doubly charged and ion-paired
cations. As reasoned at the conclusion of the intro
duction to this paper, the direct correlation between 5
and O/OP in EH mass spectra of the diquat (Table 1)
indicates that solvation plays a more important role
in determining 5 of the diquat than does variation in
interactions with the extracting field. More evidence
for the importance of solvation can be seen in spectra
of metastable diquat ions. When the electrostatic ana
lyzer potential is lowered to accept ions with less than
full acceleration energy (i.e., ions experiencing energy
loss due to in-flight desolvation), diquat sensitivity can
be greatly enhanced as clusters containing the dou
bly charged cation and glycerol begin to dominate the
EH mass spectrum [45). This important role of solva
tion (relative to effects of varying ion-field interactions)
suggests that even in the absence of an extracting field
(e.g., in FAB), ion pairing may have a significant effect
on analyte sampling efficiencies.

A direct comparison of O/OP in EHMS and FAB/MS
using the diquat was not possible owing to the negli
gible abundance of the doubly charged cation in FAB
spectra. However, 5 values based on the detectable
CA+ ions could be calculated with FAB data (Table 1).
The FAB data reflect the trend observed in EHMS; the
anion that pairs most in EHMS yields the highest di
quat sampling efficiency by both techniques. Although
the FAB sampling process is greatly complicated (rel
ative to that of EHMS) by bombardment, the parallel
ion-pairing behavior can most readily be interpreted as
evidence for a solution chemical contribution to deter
mining FABsensitivity.

J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1990, 1, 233-237

Table 3. Sampling efficiencies (S)' for the quat in
solutions containing various anions

s s S
Anion (A) (EHMSjb (FAB/MSl b ~FAB/MS)'

Acetate 168 ± 18 104 ± 11 58 ± 2
Nitrite 82:t 8 48 ± 5 24 ± 1

Chloride 47 ± 4 33 ± 3 16 :t 1

Bromide 41 ± 3 27 ± 1 15 :t 1

Nitrate 38 ± 4 23 ± 3 13 ± ,
53 :t 5 d 44 ± 3 d

Iodide 24 :t 3 13 ± 2 7 ± ,

Perchlorate (19 ± 2)' 19 ± 1)' 5 ± 1
26 :t 3 d 17 ± 2 d

• See text for definition.
b [NeAl = 4.5 mol %, except where noted; lquatl = 0.1 mol %.
• [NaAI = 0.1 mol %; [quatl = 0.001 mol %.
d iNaAI = 2.0 mol %; [quat) = 0.1 mol %.
• Calculated as outlined in footnote e of Table 1.

As outlined above, for the more common case of
singly charged analytes, neutralization by ion pairing
would be expected to decrease S. As a test of this hy
pothesis [and to deconvolute possible contributions
from the undetected (in FAB) doubly charged cation],
FABIMS and EHMS analyte sampling efficiencies were
measured for the tetrabutylammonium (quat) cation in
glycerol solutions with the various anions. Because this
cation is structurally similar to the diquat, a similar an
ion dependence of ion pairing should pertain. Indeed,
decreases in quat S values mirrored trends of increased
diquat ion pairing for both DI methods (Table 3).

One further observation is noteworthy on inspec
tion of the data of Table 3. As described in the Ex
perimental section, sensitivity differences necessitated
that diquat EHMS and FABIMS spectra be obtained at
widely different concentrations. By contrast, FAB data
for the quat could be obtained at both high and low
concentrations. Comparison of the data for these two
solutions (the last two columns in Table 3) reveals no
difference in the overall qualitative trends, but a uni
form quantitative difference: lower sensitivity for the
lower concentration data. It is important to note that
this is a change in sensitivity, not just a change in signal
intensity, because the value of S includes a correction
for the concentration difference. However, since an ex
ternal reference was used here, low sensitivities must
result from reduced analyte intensities. Enhanced ion
pairing at the lower concentration (due to the higher
electrolyte/analyte ratio) is a likely cause.

Conclusions

The importance of solution chemistry in controlling the
appearance of EH mass spectra has been well estab
lished. The use of anions that promote more extensive
ion pairing will enhance the overall observation of mul
tiply charged ions that otherwise interact strongly with
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the solvent but will reduce sensitivity to singly charged
ions. These same solution properties also appear to be
important in influencing analyte sensitivity in FAB/MS.

This is not to imply exclusive dependence; certainly
some aspects of FAB ionization do depend on gas
phase and other interactions. For example, it would be
of interest to assess the strength of interactions respon
sible for the sensitivity gains observed when surface
active counterions were used with singly charged an
alytes in FAB [14, 15, 25, 27-31]; surface enrichment
evidently outweighs neutralization (if it occurs) in
these systems. Tests for ion clustering using multiply
charged analytes and singly charged surfactants could
clarify factors contributing to this surfactant effect.

Despite these complications, the results of this
study indicate that, in relatively simple systems, con
sideration of ion pairing may be useful in "design
ing" a FAB matrix. Interactions with effects of solution
dielectric, inter alia, may complicate generalizations.
However, in conjunction with compilations of matrix
physical properties (e.g., ref. 46), consideration of data
like those in Table 1 should facilitate efforts to rational
ize matrix optimization.
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